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VI contributes to Broadcast Evolution
In this village that is our broadcast and telecommunication industry,
Village Island (VI) is well known for its activities in technology
distribution, system integration, product design & manufacture.
Through its long-term and evolutional approach to the Asian market,
VI has developed business relations with more than a thousand
customers. The reason for this success lies in VI’s engineer mind
and spirit of teaming up with customers, with a focus on delivering
practical solutions to concrete needs. This “Village” approach may

differ from common practices or other companies’ business models
but it offers, in result, positive return on investment (ROI) to VI’s
customers, and has become VI’s unique and main advantage. VI
works hand-in-hand only with the customer, or with its assigned
local integrator, enabling a streamlined workforce delivering fitting
and working solutions. This article explains, by two concrete
examples, how VI is offering real ROI to its customers and delighting
them with complete feature sets.

It is well known that the broadcast world is moving to IP,
whether you are from the production/studio world, or from the
contribution/distribution world. As VI has been much-awarded
with projects in Japan, we had the chance to be much involved
in the UHD evolution process, together with the evolution of IP.
Here again, as a general pattern, VI’s customers want to keep
maximising ROI on their existing HD- or SDI-based infrastructure
while doing organic evolutions to enable 4K or IP workflows.
Based on customer requests, VI has developed the VICO

equipment which integrates the TICO codec for visually lossless
and near-to-zero delay, converting between 4K SDI video and
single 3G/HD-SDI or 10G Ethernet by using SMPTE ST-2110 or
ST-2022 standard. This solution is adopted not only in Singapore
and Japan but also in the US and Europe. It is today the most
cost-effective way to transport 4K in quality and without
noticeable delay over IP. The new VICO-4L can host dual 4K
channels in a 1RU, with redundant hot-swappable power units,
front-panel and software control.

Village Island engineering team in action with the VICO-4L: 4K TICO Converter.

Network monitoring
In Asia, for the past 17 years, VI has been selling thousands of RF
and IP network monitoring and analysis tools (for example, Sencore,
DekTec, SED, and others). It is natural for customers to ask for help
in addressing their evolving needs and simplifying their operations.
Customers know what they want and rather than revamping their
full infrastructure, they look for smart ways to keep maximising their
past investment by improving their current processes and resolving
key issues. This is where VI comes into place, working closely with
customers and offering a pragmatic and cost-effective solution
combining engineering, hardware, and software.
Through such a cooperative process, VI’s multiviewer Flexviewer
came to life, and after a couple of years became a preferred choice
for broadcasters. Flexviewer is a high-end design running on DELL
servers, supporting stream formats and codecs up to 4K HEVC. The
multiviewer 4K display output enables higher viewing quality and

4K contribution

for an enhanced number of monitored channels. There is actually no
practical limit to the number of streams to be monitored , thanks to
VI’s unique server-cascading feature. The distributed architecture
enables user freedom to assign any input stream to any output
display.
Flexviewer benefits also from VI’s long years of broadcast
experience and integrates our well-known VF-SMON TS (TR101290)
monitoring technology. Alarms are combined with more generic
audio/video alarm (for example, Freeze, audio level, and others) and
can even be overlaid as a meaningful text message onto the relevant
video thumbnail/tile on the monitoring wall. The operator can then
know and understand instantly any issue within the stream, without
software complexity nor dependency on an external NMS. Thanks to
those unique features acknowledged as real ROI by its customers, VI
is proud to ship, as of today, more than 100 multiviewers in Asia.

“Whenever we deliver our in-house developed network monitoring, 4K
contribution, compliance recording, or cloud, watermarking or AI (areas where
we are getting practically involved as integrators), or deliver as important brand
products, like DEKTEC’s toolset, SED RF Decimators, SENCORE/WellAV headend products, or WITBE OTT monitoring robots, we at Village Island feel that we
are contributing bit by bit to what we like to call: The Broadcast Evolution.”

Village Island members (from left): Eng. John Algric Cu-Unjieng (Sales
& Technical Account Manager), Eng. Yuya Hasegawa (Chief Technology
Officer), Eng. Michael Van Dorpe (President & Founder). For more
information, on Village Island, visit: www.village-island.com

FlexViewer used for 500-plus streams monitoring, at dual locations.
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TR101290 alarm automatic overlay on
relevant thumbnails.

SED Decimator performing RF Spectrum analysis & monitoring.
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